Financial market forecasting is one of the most attractive practical applications of sentiment analysis. In this paper, we investigate the potential of using sentiment attitudes (positive vs negative) and also sentiment emotions (joy, sadness, etc.) extracted from financial news or tweets to help predict stock price movements. Our extensive experiments using the Granger-causality test have revealed that (i) in general sentiment attitudes do not seem to Granger-cause stock price changes; and (ii) while on some specific occasions sentiment emotions do seem to Granger-cause stock price changes, the exhibited pattern is not universal and must be looked at on a case by case basis. Furthermore, it has been observed that at least for certain stocks, integrating sentiment emotions as additional features into the machine learning based market trend prediction model could improve its accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a whole industry has been formed around financial market sentiment detection [37, 38] . Traditional financial news/data providers, notably Thomson Reuters and Bloomberg, have started providing commercial sentiment analysis services. As a result, new financial platforms, such as StockTwits 1 which offers sentiment analysis tools, have also emerged. Nowadays, many investment banks and hedge funds are trying to exploit the sentiments of investors to help make better predictions about the financial market. Some of the most prominent financial institutions (including DE Shaw, Two Sigma, and Renaissance Technologies) have been reported to utilise sentiment signals, in addition to structured transactional data (like past prices, historical earnings, and dividends), in their sophisticated machine learning models for algorithmic trading. 1 http://stocktwits.com Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). WISDOM'18, August 2018, London, UK © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). ACM ISBN 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn
In this paper, we aim to re-examine the application of sentiment analysis in the financial domain. Specifically, we try to answer the following research question.
Can market sentiment really help to predict stock price movements? Although our intuition and experience both tell us that sentiment and price are correlated, it is not clear which is the cause and which is the effect. Furthermore, we also have little idea of what exact types of sentiment are really relevant.
Before we embark on our investigation, it is necessary for us to clarify that in this paper, we use the term "sentiment" to describe all kinds of affective states [23, 35] and we draw a distinction between sentiment attitudes and sentiment emotions following the typology proposed by Scherer [27] . By attitude, we mean the narrow sense of sentiment (as in most research papers on sentiment analysis) -whether people are positive or negative about something. By emotion, we mean the eight "basic emotions" in four opposing pairs -joy-sadness, anger-fear, trust-disgust, and anticipation-surprise, as identified by Plutchik [24] .
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we review related research. In Section 3, we describe the text data sources from which sentiment signals have been extracted: Financial Times (FT) news articles, Reddit WorldNews Channel (RWNC) headlines, and Twitter messages (tweets). In Section 4, we conduct the Granger-causality test [11] to find out whether sentiment attitudes and sentiment emotions cause stock price changes, or is it actually the other way around. In Section 5, we carry out extensive experiments to see if a strong baseline model that utilises fifteen technical indicators for market trend prediction can be further enhanced by adding sentiment attitude and/or sentiment emotion features. Finally, in Section 6, we give some concluding remarks and discuss future directions.
The source code for our implemented system is open to the research community 2 .
RELATED WORK
The ability to predict price movements on the financial market would offer a lucrative competitive edge over other market participants. Therefore, it is not surprising that this topic has attracted much attention from both academic researchers and industrial practitioners. According to the efficient market hypothesis (EMH), it is impossible to "beat the market", since stock market efficiency always causes existing share prices to incorporate and reflect all relevant market information. However, many people have challenged this claim and declared that it is possible to predict price movements with more than 50% accuracy [13, 26] .
A variety of technical approaches to market trend prediction have been proposed in the research literature, ranging from AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) [22, 34] to ensemble methods [26] . Huang et al. [13] in their work demonstrated the superiority of Support Vector Machines (SVM) in forecasting weekly movement directions of the NIKKEI 225 index, and Lin et al. [16] managed to achieve 70% accuracy by combining decision trees and neural networks. Recent advances in deep learning have brought a new wave of methods [5, 10] to this field. In particular, the LongShort Term Memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network has been shown to be very effective.
Numerous studies have been carried out to understand the intricate relationship between sentiment and price on the financial market. Wang et al. [33] investigated the correlation between stock performance and user sentiment extracted from StockTwits and SeekingAlpha 3 . Ding et al. [9] proposed a deep learning method for event-driven stock market prediction and achieved nearly 6% improvements on S&P 500 index prediction. Arias et al. [1] investigated whether information extracted from Twitter can improve time series prediction, and found that indeed it could help predict the trend of volatility indices (e.g., VXO, VIX) and historic volatilities of stocks. Bollen et al. [2] in their research identified that some emotion dimensions, extracted from Twitter messages, can be good market trend predictors. Similar to our approach, Deng et al. [7] combined technical analysis with sentiment analysis. However, they only used a limited set of technical indicators together with a generic lexicon-based sentiment analysis model, and attempted to predict future prices using simple regression models.
Twitter market sentiment analysis is also related to the problem of stance detection (SD) [28] . As defined by Mohammad et al. [18] , a typical sentiment detection system classifies the text into positive, negative or neutral categories, while in SD the task is to detect the text that is favourable or unfavourable to a specific given target. Most of the existing research on SD is focused on the area of politics [14, 15, 30] . Financial market participants also often express strong stances towards particular stocks (which can be divided into the so-called "bulls" and "bears"). However, there are non-trivial differences between political sentiment and market sentiment, as the financial market is usually more cyclical and dynamic, has different sentiment drivers, and can be impacted by various external factors (e.g., company performances and geopolitical events). Moreover, market sentiment extracted from news articles rather than social media would exhibit different characteristics: the former is less about the authors' stance but more about the facts and the interpretation of events in a significantly richer context.
The sentiment analysis system used in our experiments is a publicly-available one called pSenti 4 [20, 21] which is equipped with a pre-compiled built-in financial-domain sentiment lexicon. When carrying out sentiment analysis experiments, we followed the procedure outlined by Mudinas et al. [21] in which domain-specific word embeddings would be constructed and domain-specific sentiment lexicons would be induced. Our experiments on several publicly available datasets have confirmed that consistent with the reported results in the original paper, this approach could achieve around 80% sentiment classification accuracy for Twitter messages 3 
DATA
To obtain relevant sentiment signals, we have collected three Financial Times (FT) 5 datasets covering different time periods (see Table 1 ). 
CAUSALITY
To verify whether market sentiments can indeed be useful for predicting stock price movements, we started the investigation with Granger-causality test [11] which is a time series data-driven method for identifying causality based on a statistical hypothesis test that determines whether one time series is instrumental in forecasting the other. Granger-causality test has been widely accepted in econometrics as a technique to discover causality in time series data. In the sense of Granger-causality, x is a cause of y if it is instrumental in forecasting y, where 'instrumental' means that x can be used to increase the accuracy of y's prediction compared with considering only the past values of y itself. Essentially, Granger-causality test is a null hypothesis significance test (NHST): the null hypothesis is that the lagged x-values do not explain the variation in y. If the p-value given by the test is less than 0.10, we would be able to reject the null hypothesis and claim that x indeed Granger-causes y.
Through our experiments, we try to find the answers to two questions: does market sentiment cause changes in stock price, and conversely, does stock price cause changes in market sentiment.
Time Series
Before performing causality tests, it is necessary to ensure that both time series are stationary, because otherwise the results can lead to spurious causality [12] . The stationarity check is typically done by analysing the autocorrelation (ACF) and partial autocorrelation (PACF) functions, and performing the Ljung-Box [17] or the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) [8] t-statistic tests. Using the above methods, all our time series were verified to be stationary. Fig. 1 shows the stationarity check results of the FT-I and DJIA market datasets.
The next step in our investigation into the relationship between sentiment and price time series is to look at their cross-correlation function (CCF). Although "correlation does not imply causation", it is frequently used as a test to discover possible causal relationship from data. In Fig. 2 we present the cross-correlation analysis results for the S&P 500 index on all three FT news and RWNC headlines datasets. In the first dataset (see Fig. 2a ) we have a strong CCF between sentiment attitudes and stock prices, in the second (see Fig. 2b ) the CCF is significant in the lower left and upper right quadrants. However, in the FT III (see Fig. 2c ) dataset, the CCF is not significant (below the confidence threshold). This seems to suggest that the relationship between market sentiments and stock prices can be quite complex and may exist only in some of the time periods. It is unsurprising that the financial market exhibited different behaviours in different time periods. As shown in Fig. 3 , from 2011 to mid-2013 we had a volatile market without a clear trend, whereas from 2013 until 2015 we saw a strong bull run with continual rising prices. Then we calculated the CCF between the sentiment attitudes found in RWNC headlines and the index prices for a longer time span from 2008 to 2016 (see Fig. 2d ), but still could not detect any long-term correlation.
Most of the real-life automated trading systems need to make BUY or SELL decisions for the given stocks. Therefore, from the trading perspective, the actual price of a stock is less crucial, and the profit relies on the price changes (often measured in percentages). Similar to the previous experiments on the cross-correlation between sentiment attitudes and stock prices (see Fig. 2 ), additional experiments on the cross-correlation between sentiments and stock price changes were performed (see Fig. 4 ). Contrary to the previous results, we found correlations in all the FT news articles (see Figs. 4a to 4c) and the RWNC headlines (see Fig. 4d ). This suggests that the percentage changes of stock prices would have higher predictability than stock prices themselves. However, the correlations are often only present with a substantial lag. Therefore it is still valid that sentiment attitudes are unlikely to be useful in market trend prediction.
Experimental Setup
To further analyse the relationship, we performed a set of Grangercausality tests for the S&P 500 index and four selected stocks using the FT I dataset, in which we detected the strongest correlation. The lags in the causality tests were set to just one or two days, Table 2 : Sentiment attitudes Granger-causality on the FT I dataset.
considering that the financial market usually reacts to relevant news events almost instantaneously. The sentiment analysis was performed using both a standard model and an enhanced temporal model. In the latter, we associate the sentiments with the corresponding temporal orientations by labelling each sentence with one of the four temporalcategories (past/present/future/unknown) and calculate the sentiment strength accordingly. Thus, the pSenti sentiment outputs would be generalised from a single dimension into one of those four temporal-categories. The determination of temporal orientation could be done by two different methods. One method is to identify temporal expressions using the SuTime temporal tagger [4] . SuTime is a rule-based tagger built on regular expression patterns to recognise and normalise temporal expressions in the form of TIMEX3 in English text . TIMEX3 is part of the TimeML annotation language [25] for marking up events, times, and their temporal relations in documents. It recognises both absolute time (such as "January 12, 2000") and relative time (such as "next month"). The relative time can be then transformed into the corresponding absolute time using the underlying document creation time. For example, in the sentence "I hope next year they will release an improved version", we would identify "improved" as a positive sentiment attitude with "next year" as its time point, so the text would lead to a positive future sentiment feature. Another method, which we also employed in the temporal model, is to use the tense of the sentence as the clue to determine which temporal category should be assigned to the sentiment found in the sentence. Intuitively, only the sentiments about the present and the future value of the stock would have significant impacts on its price. Therefore, we would filter out all sentiment scores with the past tag. In each of our causality test experiments, two competing hypotheses would be examined: market sentiments cause stock price changes and vice versa.
Experimental Results
The results obtained from the experiments (see Table 2 ) show a mixed picture. In all the experiments, we failed to discover any sign that sentiment attitudes Granger-cause stock price changes, which would suggest that in general sentiment attitudes probably cannot be useful for the prediction of stock price movements. However, in many cases, we found that the opposite was true -stock price changes Granger-cause sentiment attitudes in the news, with the strongest causality found using the temporal sentiment analysis model. The individual stocks also produced mixed results, with each company behaving differently. For the Apple stock, we failed to detect any causality. For the Google stock, we identified that the prices would Granger-cause sentiment attitudes, but only with a two-day lag. For the HP stock, we detected causality only in temporal sentiment and only with a one-day lag. For the JPM stock, we found causality using standard sentiment, but it was absent using temporal sentiment. It is difficult to draw general conclusions from such varying results. According to the Granger-causality test with a one-day or two-day lag, sentiment attitudes do not seem to be useful for predicting stock price movements. However, the opposite seems to be true -the sentiment attitudes should be predicted using stock price movements. It is still possible that the Granger-causality from sentiment attitudes to stock price changes is present at a finer time granularity (e.g., minutes), but we are unable to perform such an analysis using our current datasets.
Bollen et al. [2] attempted to predict the behaviour of the stock market by measuring the sentiment emotion of people on Twitter and identified that some of the emotion dimensions have predictive power. To verify their findings, we employed a similar model based on Plutchik's emotion dimensions extracted using the NRC sentiment lexicon [19] and pSenti. In the S&P 500 index analysis (see Table 3 ), we found that only sadness could Granger-cause stock price changes, which is different from the results of Bollen et al. [2] . Such a discrepancy might be explained by the fact that Bollen et al. [2] used different emotion dimensions, lexicons, and a different time period in their analysis. An interesting finding which we have obtained from the experimental results is that some individual stocks like HP (see Table 6 ) and JPM (see Table 7 ) have significantly more emotion dimensions with predictive power than others. It could be seen in those cases that some emotion dimension other than sadness, including surprise, fear, joy and trust, also demonstrated predictive power. On both Google (see Table 5 ) and Apple (see Table 4 ) stock price data, we failed to find any emotion causality on their stock price. These results indicate that even if in some cases there is substantial Granger-causality from sentiment emotions to stock price changes, it is not a general pattern, and should be looked at on a case by case basis. To find out why that is happening, it would be necessary to perform further investigation, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Table 6 : Sentiment emotions Granger-causality: HPQ.
PREDICTION
The causality analysis in Section 4 has revealed that in some cases sentiment emotions could be good indicators for stock price changes.
In the next set of experiments, we would like to investigate how sentiment attitudes and/or sentiment emotions could be exploited in a machine learning model for market trend prediction to improve its accuracy. Basically, there are two types of stock market analysis: fundamental and technical. The former evaluates a stock based on its corresponding company' business performance, whereas the latter evaluates a stock based on its volume and price on the financial market as measured by a number of so-called technical indicators. Table 7 : Sentiment emotions Granger-causality: JPM monitored by human traders or automated trading systems who use that information to execute trades. In our experiments, only technical analysis has been utilised. It is likely that incorporating fundamental analysis and employing more technical indicators would improve the predictive model's performance. However, our research objective is not to create the optimal market trend prediction system, but to analyse and understand the predictive power of sentiments on the financial market. For this purpose, a baseline model with several common technical indicators should be good enough.
Baseline
We first built a baseline machine learning model to predict stock price changes with a number of selected technical indicators, and then tried to incorporate additional sentiment-based features, i.e., sentiment attitudes and sentiment emotions. In order to construct a decent baseline model, we made use of ten common technical indicators which led to a total of fifteen features as follows.
• Moving Averages (MA). A moving average is frequently defined as a support or resistance level. Many basic trading strategies are centred around breaking support and resistance levels. In a rising market, a 50-day, 100-day or 200-day moving average may act as a support level, and in a falling market as resistance. We calculated 50-day, 100-day and 200-day moving averages and included each of them as a feature.
• Williams %R. This indicator was proposed by Larry Williams to detect when a stock was overbought or oversold. It tells us how the current price compares to the highest price over the past period (10 days).
• Momentum (MOM). This indicator measures how the price changed over the last N trading days. We used two momentum-based features, one-day momentum and five-day momentum.
• Relative Strength Index (RSI). This is yet another indicator to find overbought and oversold stocks. It compares the magnitude of gains and losses over a specified period. We used the most common 14 days period.
• Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD). This is one of the most effective momentum indicators, which shows the relationship between two moving averages. It generates three features: MACD, signal, and histogram values.
• Bollinger Bands is one of the most widely used technical indicators. It was developed and introduced in the 1980s by the famous technical trader John Bollinger. It represents two standard deviations away from a simple moving average, and can thus help price pattern recognition.
• Commodity Channel Index (CCI) is another a momentum indicator introduced by Donald Lambert in 1980. This indicator can help to identify a new trend or warn of extreme conditions by detecting overbought and oversold stocks. Its normal movement is in the range from -100 to +100, so going beyond this range is considered a BUY/SELL signal.
• Average Directional Index (ADX) is a non-directional indicator which quantifies the price trend strength using values from 0 to 100. It is useful for identifying strong price trends.
• Triple Exponential Moving Average (TEMA) was developed by Patrick Mulloy and first published in 1994. It serves as a trend indicator, and in contrast to moving averages it does not have the associated lag.
• Average True Range (ATR) is a non-directional volatility indicator developed by Wilder [36] . The stocks and indexes with higher volatility typically have higher ATR.
The features were all normalised to zero mean and unit variance in advance.
In our context, the machine learning model is just a binary classifier that generates two kinds of signals: BUY (+1) and SELL (−1). It aims to predict whether or not the stock's price, n days in the future, will be higher (+1) or lower (−1) than today's price. In the preliminary experiments, we tried to find out which machine learning algorithm would perform best and how far into the future the model would be able to predict.
Following the research literature in this area [5, 10, 13] , we evaluated the two most popular machine learning approaches to market trend prediction, SVM (with the RBF kernel) and LSTM recurrent neural network. Each dataset was randomly divided into two sets: 2/3 for training and 1/3 for testing. The parameters of the SVM and LSTM algorithms were set via grid search on the training set. The final LSTM model consists of a single LSTM layer with 400 units and utilises a drop-out rate of 0.5 [29, 32] .
It is common for such market trend prediction models to use a time lag of a few days and by doing so avoid short-term price volatility [6] . In our experiments, we tried both three-day and five day lags. Similar to the previous studies by Cao and Tay [3] and Thomason [31] , using five-day lags was found to be optimal.
The preliminary experimental results as shown in Table 8 indicate that SVM outperformed LSTM on all the datasets. The In the end, SVM with a five-day lag was selected as the baseline model which produced a reasonable accuracy of around 70% and similar F 1 scores for both classes.
Using Sentiment Signals in News
In the next set of experiments, we evaluated the predictive power of sentiments extracted from financial news articles/headlines. The time granularity here is a single day, i.e., all sentiment-based features (including both attitudes and emotions) would be aggregated by calculating their daily averages. If there was no sentiment information available on that day, the value zero would be assigned to the corresponding sentiment features.
The proposed new model consists of the same technical indicator features as in the baseline plus nine additional sentiment-based features:
• Sentiment attitudes. The average daily sentiment attitudes, extracted using pSenti, with values in the range from -1 to +1.
• Sentiment emotions in eight categories: anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, and trust, with values being the normalised occurrence frequency.
Sentiment attitudes and emotions were extracted from the FT news articles and the RWNC headlines in the time period from 2011 to 2015. The experimental results as shown in Table 9 indicate that incorporating sentiment attitudes and sentiment emotions from the headlines actually had a negative impact on the predictive model's performance. This is consistent with the previous section, in which no correlation or causality link was established between headlines sentiments and stock prices. It might be explained by the fact that headlines are very short text snippets and therefore provide little chance for us to reliably detect sentiment attitudes and sentiment emotions. The sentiments extracted from FT news articles painted a quite different picture. The sentiment enriched model outperformed the baseline model in half of the scenarios: it demonstrated slightly better results for DJIA, JPM, and EUR/USD, but slightly worse results for AAPL and GBP/USD. These experimental results are consistent with the previous section and confirm again that for some stocks sentiment emotions could be used to improve the baseline model for market trend prediction.
Using Sentiment Signals in Tweets
In the last set of experiments, we created the enriched model based on sentiment attitudes and sentiment emotions extracted from financial tweets. The time period of the Twitter messages dataset is significantly shorter: only from 2014 to 2015. Consequently, the experiments were performed on a shorter time period with only 275 data points. In this time period, almost all stock prices were continually rising (see Fig. 3 ). Such a so-called bull run makes it even more difficult to assess a predictive model's performance, as any basic strategy like buy and hold would be a winning strategy.
Let us consider three different scenarios. In the first scenario ("all+attitude+emotion"), both sentiment attitudes and sentiment emotions were extracted from all financial tweets and used as additional features. This allowed us to verify how useful sentiment information is for market trend prediction. In the second scenario Table 9 : Market trend prediction using FT news articles and RWNC headlines (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) . Table 10 : Market trend prediction using financial tweets from Twitter (01/04/2014 -01/04/2015).
("all+emotion") , only those eight sentiment emotions were used as additional features. This provided an opportunity to validate the usefulness of sentiment emotions alone. For the last scenario ("filtering+emotion"), only the Twitter messages (tweets) mentioning the company of our interest were utilised to extract sentiment emotions as additional features.
The experimental results as shown in Table 10 indicate that most of the time, the baseline model would actually outperform the expanded model with sentiment attitudes, sentiment emotions, or both as additional features. Only for the JPM stock we could see noticeable performance improvements in the "filtering+emotion" setting. Once again these results are consistent with the causality analysis in Section 4 and the market trend prediction experiments using financial news in Section 5.2 -the JPM stock demonstrated that integrating sentiment emotions has the potential to enhance the baseline model. Our results have also confirmed that sentiment attitudes on their own are probably not very useful for market trend prediction, but at least for some particular stocks sentiment emotions could be exploited to improve machine learning models like LSTM to get better market trend prediction.
Our findings are mostly in line with other researchers' results [2] . However, there are still many questions remaining unanswered in this area.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have empirically re-examined the feasibility of applying sentiment analysis to make market trend predictions.
Our experiments investigated the causal relationship between sentiment attitude/emotion signals and stock price movements using various sentiment signal sources and different time periods. The experimental results indicate that the interaction between sentiment and price is complex and dynamic: while some stocks in some time periods exhibited strong cross-correlation, it was absent in other cases. We have discovered that in general sentiment attitudes do not seem to have any Granger-causality with respect to stock prices but sentiment emotions do seem to Granger-cause price changes for some particular stocks (e.g., JPM). Furthermore, we have attempted to incorporate sentiment signals into machine learning models for market trend prediction. Specifically, we have compared two popular machine learning approaches and finally selected SVM (with the RBF kernel) as the baseline which was trained using fifteen technical indicators and on average achieved 70% accuracy for fiveday market trend prediction. The baseline model was then expanded using sentiment attitudes and sentiment emotions extracted from financial news or financial tweets as additional features. In some scenarios, the proposed model outperformed the baseline model and demonstrated that sentiment emotions could be employed to help predict stock price movements though sentiment attitudes could not. The sentiment emotions extracted form Financial Times news articles yielded better performances than those extracted from Reddit news headlines.
An important research question for future work is how to identify the stocks whose price changes are indeed predictable using sentiment emotions. Although the Granger causality test on the historical data could find the stocks that were predictable in the past, there is no guarantee that they will continue to be predictable in the future. It is very possible that a more sophisticated classifier for this purpose could be developed.
